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MAMA browse year centuries
Ubi erat lupa yes (periods) periods historic yes
EDB yes year centuries
EDH yes day historic
EDR yes day historic
IAph/IRT yes year centuries yes
Petrae yes year
LSA yes year
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240
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Year 22 of Ptolemy V Epiphany, day 1 of month Pachons 
240 + 41  =  281
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Year 22 of Ptolemy V Epiphany, day 1 of month Pachons 
240 + 41  =  281     =>   5. June 183 BC
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Online Date Converter for Ancient Egypt
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http://online-resourcen.de/api/ptolemies/8/22/9/1
Online Date Converter for Ancient Egypt: API
Year 22 of Ptolemy V Epiphanes, day 1 of Pachons
GODOT - Graph of Dated Objects and Texts
- is both a chronological gazetteer and a research 
infrastructure
- provides stable, citable URIs for instances of dates in major 
ancient calendar systems
- enables links between data from various data sources 
- allows for searching & browsing for dates in the shared 
data pool
- date conversions into Julian calendar & between different 
calendar systems
- public API
- web annotations as community building feature: discuss/
comment chronology & calendar conversions online
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